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JNTUGV-Research Scholars in JNTUK-Options Exercise Guidelines 

 

1. The Option Form is available in the official websites of JNTUK & JNTUGV universities 

to the research scholars of JNTUK to allow exercising their option to continue their 

research work either in JNTUK or JNTUGV. 

2. The Last date of exercising their options is on or before 21-01-2023. 

3. The Research Scholars are required to submit the filled & scanned option form to the 

Director i/c R&D, JNTUGV through e-mail (dr@jntugv.edu.in ) and the hard copy 

required to be submitted to the Directorate of R&D, JNTUK Kakinada on or before 21-

01-2023. 

4. The research scholars are eligible to exercise their option from JNTUK to JNTUGV those 

who have clear their dues to JNTUK University and submit ‘No due Certificate’ to 

JNTUK in order to facilitate the research scholars to transfer their files from JNTUK to 

JNTUGV. 

5. The guidelines provided by JNTUK at the time of admission are to be continued by 

JNTUGV for smooth transition of research scholars preferred transfer to JNTUGV 

University.  

6. The Supervisor/Co-Supervisor has to be considered as per their consent by JNTUGV 

irrespective of their place of working for research scholars opted to JNTUGV. 

7. The alternative Supervisor/Co-Supervisor will be allotted by JNTUGV as per rules in 

force if any Supervisor/Co-Supervisor could not to give their consent to the research 

scholars opted JNTUGV. 

8. The research scholars are required to fill the complete option form along with required 

signatures and submit the same on or before 21-01-2023. 

9. The status of research scholar at the time of exercising the option/ transfers their file from 

JNTUK will be continued by JNTUGV as per guidelines. The transfer of the file will be 

done accounting all the enclosures with a receipt of transfer, duly signed by both the 

university R&D offices. 

10. The research review meetings, audit and course work, special RRMs, pre-talk, plagiarism 

check, thesis submission etc. will be accounted and in future will be carried out by 

Directorate of R&D, JNTUGV as per the research guidelines applicable and on similar 

lines with the JNTUK to the opted research scholars, till updated guidelines are framed by 

JNTUGV. 
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11. The opted research scholars are required to pay the fee from the subsequent academic 

years and follow the guidelines of JNTUGV University from the date of transfer their 

files from JNTUK to JNTUGV. 

 

S/d- 

Registrar, JNTUGV 


